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Create an exceptional customer
experience to increase revenue
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alwaysAI Smart Retail gives you unprecedented data,
in real-time to create a better customer experience
and boost ROI for your quick service restaurant.

The Problem

The Solution

It’s good to be a customer. With an explosion of quick
service restaurants expanding their pick-up and delivery
options, customers can afford to be choosy. For QSRs,
however, increased competition requires innovative
thinking to distinguish themselves in the marketplace.


What makes QSRs unique is not what they sell, it’s
customer experience. To stand out, restaurants must
provide a better dining experience

70% of QSR revenue comes from the drive-thru, so
enhancing drive-thru customer experience is more
important than ever


27% of customers complained wait times got
significantly worse in the past year


7/10 restaurant operators do not have enough
employees to support demand at their restaurants


There are approximately 5.5 million more job openings
than there are workers available to fill them


71% of customers report feeling angry when their order
is fulfilled incorrectly


Installing Order Confirmation Boards (OCBs) only
increased order accuracy by 2%


In order to provide the most seamless and convenient
experience, QSRs need data. alwaysAI not only provides
data about customers, wait times and restaurant
productivity, it provides it in real-time so managers can
make better business decisions immediately.


With increased labor shortages, QSRs need to take
advantage of every opportunity to automate processes.

Customers demand a quick and
seamless dining experience

omputer vision can reduce drive-thru errors by as
90% Cmuch
as 90%.
customers say convenience is their
78% ofnumber
one drive-thru draw.
A estimates 30% of people drive away,
30% Chik-filbecause the lines are too long.
Source: QSR Magazine, QSR Drive Thru Report, 2022


Deliver the ultimate dining experience
with alwaysAI Smart Retail

alwaysAI Smart Retail allows you to:
Reduce wait times at checkouts and drive-thrus with
immediate alerts when lines get long


Count cars to optimally staff restaurants during peak
hours


Monitor traffic in and out of drive-thrus to improve
wait times


Count customers to improve speed of service for those
dining in


Protect customer privacy with facial blurring







alwaysAI Smart Retail advantages:
Make better staffing decisions


Get real-time alerts to optimize foot/vehicle traffic


Provide more personalized dining experiences


Enjoy Increased revenue
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alwaysAI Smart Retail enables intelligent
decisions in an instant by leveraging computer
vision with your current camera infrastructure.
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With alwaysAI, you can improve the uick
Service ining experience, and get real-time
insights about vehicle traffic, occupancy, profits,
and overall restaurant performance.
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alwaysAI Smart Retail provides a world-class dining experience
Enhance Customer Experience



Improve Speed of Service



Automate Processes



With alwaysAI’s computer vision solutions, you can
provide a quick and hassle-free dining experience
to increase revenue and boost ROI.



Better manage and allocate staff to fulfill
orders quickly and reduce wait times at
checkouts and drive-thrus.

The data and insights you glean
from alwaysAI Smart Retail will help
you discover areas where tasks can
be allocated to help operations run
more efficiently.




Speak with an AI
Expert today
Start your journey towards world-class intelligence
by meeting with one of our AI Experts


Click Here to Schedule Now

